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Presentation Notes
“Today’s session is an interactive workshop on physician time management. Why do physicians need education about time management? Because time management is a fundamental skill set for physicians. It is critical for maintaining career longevity in medicine. Well-managed time can maximize productivity and minimize stress.”
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Poll Title: Join instructions
https://www.polleverywhere.com/join_instructions
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Poll Title: Thinking about my "to do" list prevents me from quickly falling asleep.
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/fZx9agzuGTWgUwY54Zfzv
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Poll Title: How often does your "to do" list run through your mind during the day?
Https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/Z6xDRkW6H9PdYEJBxLwIP
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Poll Title: Over the past 3 months, how frequently have you missed a deadline?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/9rgzTWKwwXr90n4wZawRz
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Poll Title: Over the past 3 months, how frequently did you procrastinate on your tasks?
Https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/rpDq1C3x1YMHLhwh5bucm
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Poll Title: Are you satisfied with your current approach to maximize your time?
Https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/tPtYJuU45dnRC7hxdWYsN



WHAT HAS MEDICAL EDUCATION TAUGHT US ABOUT 
MANAGING TIME?



TODAY’S OBJECTIVES

1. Recognize critical value of effective time management for physicians.

2. Describe cognitive limitations and common practices that contribute to 
mismanaged time.

3. Discuss the importance of identifying and maintaining prioritized goals.

4. Compare strategies for managing workflow to effectively manage time.



UNIQUE PHYSICIAN STRESSORS
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Work schedule leaves me enough time for my personal or 
family life – Physicians vs US Workers

Unpredictable hours
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Physical & emotional 

fatigue

Shanafelt T, Boone S, Tan L, et al. Burnout and satisfaction with work-life balance among US physicians relative to the general US 
population. Arch of Intern Med. 2012; 172(18): 1377-1385.



CONTROLLING CHAOS

Data suggest that control over schedule may be a key driver 
for physician career satisfaction.

≤ 50 hours 
per week

Controllable 
Lifestyle

↑ Career 
Satisfaction

Career 
Satisfaction

Burnout

Leigh JP, Tancredi DJ, Kravitz RL. Physician career satisfaction within specialties. BMC Health Serv Res. 2009; 9(1): 166.
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Presentation Notes
“…but there’s good news! Managing time enables individual CONTROL over all aspects of one’s life, professional and otherwise. The literature suggests that improving individual schedule control correlates positively with physician career satisfaction. Data from a 2009 study by Leigh and colleagues suggests that limiting clinical hours and controlling lifestyle both correlate with improved physician career satisfaction.† This data is represented in the graphic at right.Physician burnout, a well-documented, prevalent phenomenon among US physicians, is widely regarded as a significant factor impacting physician workforce attrition. Data have repeatedly demonstrated that increased career satisfaction is associated with decreased physician burnout. So good time management portends physician wellness. This is important for cultivating long careers in medicine.In order to be proactive rather than reactive to the chaos, physicians must learn to deploy effective time management skills and associated strategies. Schedule control may diminish stress, improve self-confidence, and improve engagement in both interests and responsibilities outside of medicine.Wouldn’t you rather be the one calling the shots in your life?”---† Leigh JP, Tancredi DJ, Kravitz RL. Physician career satisfaction within specialties. BMC Health Serv Res. 2009; 9(1): 166.



CIRCLE OF CONCERN VS. CIRCLE OF INFLUENCE

Circle of Concern

Circle of Influence

Adapted from The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen R. Covey,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The circle of concern encompasses the wide range of concerns we have on any given day.The circle of influence encompasses those concerns we can do something about.People who develop strong time management skills focus on issues within their circle of influence.



TIM URBAN TED TALK

• https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_urban_inside_the_mind_of_
a_master_procrastinator#t-598699. 7-25-17.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY[Instructor should screen the following three portions of “Tim Urban TED Talk 2016.mp4” (Appendix C) – (minutes) 3:10-4:56, 6:40-7:35, 10:40-end.]“What is your initial impression of this talk?”“Procrastination is human nature. Given the choice between easy and familiar tasks and challenging and complex tasks, most will choose the path of least resistance, often relegating the challenging and complex tasks to a later time.Procrastination may stem from:Perfectionismlacking of self-confidencefear of losing control. Physicians’ overachieving, perfectionist nature leads us to achieve epic procrastination with relative ease.  Moreover, procrastination of a task may often be the natural course of a poorly defined goal.“



GUIDING PRINCIPLE – KNOW THYSELF

• Understanding the goals, needs, and personal characteristics we bring to our 
careers is critical to making career decisions and selecting strategies to 
maximize efficiency and focus.



UNDERSTANDING YOUR VALUES AND THEIR RELATIVE 
PRIORITY

• Competing demands vary at different times in our lives – recognize relative 
importance

• Clarify roles and what they require

• How do you allocate your time across research, teaching, and clinical 
activities?

• What are your familial responsibilities (both situational and ongoing)?

• When do you have time to “sharpen the saw”?



VALUES, GOALS AND PRIORITIES

Pitre, C. Pettit, K., Ladd,L, Chrisholm C, Welch JL. Physician Time Management. MedEDPORTAL. 2018;14:10681.



UNDERSTANDING YOUR WORK STYLE, STRENGTHS & 
WEAKNESSES 

• Do you prefer internal deadlines or external deadlines?

• Do you thrive on multi-tasking or completing tasks serially?

• Do you prefer large projects with complex teams or smaller projects?

• When are you at your “best”?



UNDERSTANDING YOUR WORK STYLE, STRENGTHS & 
WEAKNESSES 
• Recognize your values, work style, skills and limitations and then structure 

activities based on this.

• Organize goals and tasks to ensure your time commitments are consistent 
with your priorities.

• Limit multitasking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Was your time scheduled yesterday and was it spent on what is most important to you right now?
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Poll Title: How often do you use multitasking as a time management strategy?
Https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/A8dMCcWvqklWDJcH8mLUpOk, let’s shift gears a bit to discuss productivity and efficiency.  How many use multitasking as time management strategy? To improve efficiency? To get everything done in under 24 hours?”“I want you to picture yourself sitting down at your computer and completing a recent project/task.  Maybe a research proposal, CV, or personal statement.  Where is your phone?  Is it on?  What about your email?  Is it open?  Do you read texts, answer phone?  Read email?  How allow yourself to be interrupted by these avoidable things? You will do absolutely anything else than start said project.When completing a project, how often do you allow yourself to be interrupted?Every timeMost of the timeSometimesNever”



Does multitasking improve efficiency?
D Does multitasking improve efficiency?
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Adapted from Crenshaw D. The Myth of Multitasking. San Francisco, CA.: Jossey-Bass, 2008. 



REALITY OF MULTITASKING

1.Reduces efficiency/productivity
2.Diminishes learning
3.Increases mistakes
4.Increases stress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The science of cognitive processing (or learning) suggests that task switching (or “multitasking”) disrupts cognitive focus and also:Reduces efficiency/productivityDiminishes learningIncreases mistakesIncreases stressStated differently by John Wooden...”If you don’t have time to do it right, when will you have time to do it over?”



MINIMIZE SWITCHING COSTS

• Minimize switching costs by focusing primarily on high priority tasks each day

• When you do have to switch tasks identify strategies to reduce switching 
costs:

• Wednesdays are “meeting” days and Thursdays are “writing days”

• When you stop working on a project, create a “to do” list for when you return

• Maintain a scheduled time each week to review / prioritize tasks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Switching back and forth between projects/multitasking incurs significant losses of time and energy associated with refamilarizing oneself with a prior projectSometimes we have to switch tasks; for example from manuscript to grant proposal prep – and it is important to identify startegies that help you best minimize the switching costs.



MANAGING WORKFLOW

Collect Organize Process Review Do

Allen D. Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. Penguin; 2002.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“In the audience responses to the text polls earlier in this workshop, many indicated that they routinely devote a fair amount of time and stress to recalling, prioritizing, or scheduling to-do items. With the right preparation, completing any task on a list should be relatively effortless work that flows from personally prioritized values towards truly desirable goals. There should be little stress about “what you’ve forgotten” or about “what else needs to be completed today.” This is the driving force behind the concept of managing workflow.Managing workflow assumes a systematic approach to productivity – a set of behaviors that begin with ideas and ultimately result in a finished product. Good workflow management incorporates several elements previously discussed in this workshop: setting prioritized goals, effectively allocating time, and respecting cognitive limits. The result?  More cognitive availability and decreased stress (no longer need to worry about remembering).David Allen described 5 states for mastering workflow: CollectingOrganizingProcessingReviewingDoing. †Notice that “doing” is the final step.”While this approach is one of many, it articulates a linear sequence of clear cognitive focus points. Let’s use Allen’s framework to explore how one may combine habits, tools, and methods to manage workflow with goals of efficient time management and of quality productivity.---† Allen D. Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. Penguin; 2002.



GENERATE A SYSTEM

Collect
• May be simple

• Trust your system

• Readily accessible

Organize
• Functional

• Organized

• Readily accessible

Collect Organize Process Review Do
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Presentation Notes
“To achieve good workflow, one first needs a system. Experts recommend starting with a single method for collecting and getting organized.One method for collecting – There must be one place (an inbox) to catch everything. A physical system is required to collect all items– deadlines, projects, tasks, and ideas. Whatever it is, collect it, then clear it from your short term memory (to make room for other cognitive tasks).Processing – This is essentially prioritization, breaking down projects into component tasks, and allocating time. Only after this stage can we start to see the amount of time needed to complete the work.  Consider a simple system that can be trusted. Keep this system with you at all times. This is very easy to do in the age of personal electronic devices and cloud storage! Again, trusting a system for collecting and organizing should yield minimal stress about “what you’ve forgotten” or about “what else needs to be completed today.” It’s all collected in one place - so no need to worry about remembering.Next, let’s talk about workflow habits…”---† Allen D. Getting things done: The art of stress-free productivity. Penguin; 2002.



GENERATE A SYSTEM

Process
• Prioritize – by importance

• Define tasks – SMART parameters

• Allocate time

Review
• Create habits (60 days)

• Create time for regular review (e.g. 
daily, weekly)

• Renegotiate time allocation & 
prioritization

Collect Organize Process Review Do



Time is what we want most, but what we use worst.
- William Penn

Organize and follow your schedule

 Schedule time to write grants and manuscripts

 The schedule should reflect your values, priorities, and work style

 The schedule should be developed based on the urgency and importance of 
each task.

 Prepare a time management emergency plan for time “hijacks” to existing plans



TIME MANAGEMENT MATRIX



Q1 - IMPORTANT AND URGENT

• There are things you should not 
ignore.

• Firefighting mode: crisis, hard 
deadlines & emergencies.



Q2 – IMPORTANT BUT NOT URGENT

• This is where you should spend 
most of your time.

• Time here leads to clear vision, 
discipline, control and balance.



Q3 – NOT IMPORTANT BUT URGENT

• Don’t confuse Urgent things for 
Important things.

• Short term focus with continual 
crisis management.



Q4 – NOT URGENT AND NOT IMPORTANT

• Administrative work that could be 
delegated.

• Doing what is easiest verses what is 
important.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: spending too much time on administrative tasks, which others can performSpending too much time on non research activities, including committee assignments



WHERE DID YOU SPEND YOUR TIME YESTERDAY?



HOW DO I USE THIS TO MAKE MY LIFE BETTER?

http://czartodotcom.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/where-we-want-to-be1.png


IDENTIFY QUADRANT 2 ACTIVITIES

• Write down all the Quadrant 1 and 3 activities you routinely do
(all the Urgent stuff) 

• Write down how you can prevent these things from reoccurring or 
from becoming emergencies in the first place – these become your 
new Q2 activities 

http://czartodotcom.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/find-q2.png


SCHEDULE TIME FOR QUADRANT 2

• Schedule time to do Quadrant 2 activities.
(Put them in your calendar just like a meeting) 

• DO THE THINGS YOU SCHEDULED! 



USE YOUR CALENDAR: CREATE APPOINTMENTS FOR 
MANAGING YOUR TIME

• As part of good time management, you need time to deal with 
your email, manage your appointments and tasks, and reflect on 
what you have to do.

• You can schedule this time for yourself with regular appointments. 
• Reflect on what you're doing, whether it's a valuable use of your 

time, and whether you're setting the right priorities.



FREE UP TIME FOR QUADRANT 2 ACTIVITIES
• Look at all the things in Quadrant 3

• Strategies for minimizing 
interruptions?

• Questions you ask yourself or others 
before saying yes?

• Look at all the things in Quadrant 4
• Are you spending time on 

administrative tasks that could be 
delegated?

• Are you devoting too much time to non 
research activities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q3 – What strategies have you used to reduce interruptions? (What is within your circle of influence?)What questions do you ask yourself or others before you say yes?Manage volume – be vigilant about taking on too many tasks and responsibilities that lead to missed deadlines.Say no



REDUCE QUADRANT 1

• The beauty with spending more time in Quadrant 2 is that it 
should slowly chip away at all your Quadrant 1 activities. 

• As you reduce your Quadrant 1 activities you have more time for 
Quadrant 2. This is where you will have the greatest productivity.



EMAIL – THE SILENT INTERRUPTION

• Set a specific time on your calendar to review 
email.

• Use your signature line to communicate 
availability and set boundaries.

• “Thank you for touching base. I read 
email each day between 4:00pm and 
5:00pm Monday through Friday and will 
respond to your email within 48 hours. If 
this is an emergency please contact 
__________”. 

https://www.rescuetime.com/features



TAME YOUR INBOX WITH THE FOUR DS

• If it isn't important, delete it immediately.
• If it can be done in two minutes or less, do it (reply, file, call, 

etc.).
• If it isn't for you or if you can, delegate (forward) it.
• If you need to do it, but it takes longer than two minutes 

(including reading), defer (flag) it. 



WHAT IDEA CAN YOU APPLY TODAY?



Besides the noble art of getting things done,
there is the noble art of leaving things undone.
The wisdom of life consists in the elimination of 
nonessentials.

`Lin Yutang
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